
 

 

Tuesday Exiles – Winter 2016/2017 
 

Week 28 

 

One week to go and Phoenix are crowned champions. 

 

Phoenix take the title after a 6-2 win over second placed Wipeout, Claire Spivey 

on good form for Phoenix in the first game as Wipeout struggled to match them, 

Phoenix taking the points by 37 pins. The second game went the same way with 

Phoenix opening out a bigger gap to confirm the points and the title. Wipeout kept 

plugging away in the last game as Phoenix started to struggle and snatched the 2 

points which keeps them ahead of the chasing pack in second. Claire finishing with 

49 over average. Trouble and Strike move into third spot, 4 points behind, after 

a 8-0 win over Pair of Crackers with both players on good form wrapping up an 

easy win and Ben Skinner hitting 52 over average for Trouble and Strike. 

Generation Gap drop a further point behind after losing 6-2 to a high scoring 

Fifty Shades, Fifty Shades taking the first game with John Lester hitting 223 

despite Nick Spivey’s 206 for Generation Gap. The second game got closer with 

Nick hitting 203 but still losing out as Fifty Shades consolidated their position 

but Nick kept up the pressure with a 215 in the last to snatch 2 points and keep 

alive their hopes of second place. John finishing with a 559 – 88 over average and 

Nick a season best 624 – 102 over average. We Woz Robbed are another point 

behind as after beating Shambles 8-0 with bests all round as Russell Newman hit a 

seasons best 190 in the first game to compliment Steve Tucker’s 202. Steve then 

hit 213 in the second and despite struggling in the last, confirmed the win. Steve 

finishing with a seasons best 578 – 83 over average and Russell also a seasons best 

490 – 43 over average. Mark Ten beat blind 6-2, missing out after a poor first 

game and just managing to claw back the pins to win the over-all by just 5 pins. 

  

 


